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General Characteristic
A compactor is a machine used to minimize waste and space through the process of
compaction. It is powered by hydraulics and can take many shapes and sizes. Compactors
are used frequently by retail and service industries, which usually have large amounts of
waste, much of it non-recyclable.

This compactor is a portable compactor and has been designed only for
compacting recyclable materials and waste. Alteration of the machine is
prohibited. Otherwise the liability of BMA will be excluded.

Portable compactors are self-contained units. The waste is inserted into the loading area of
the unit either by hand or by a hydraulic bin lifting system, conveyor or other equipment
according to the customer's needs. When a compactor needs to be emptied the waste
contractor takes the entire machine away to a refuse disposal site for emptying. The major
advantage of a portable compactor is its ability to contain liquid wastes without leakage,
making it particularly suitable for food and pharmaceutical wastes.
BMA offers a selection of compactors, and its technical team provides advice on the most
suitable machine for your product. Alteration
Pay attention to all safety instructions and regulations.
Carry out maintenance work carefully in order to operate the compactor
safely and trouble-free.

The Instruction Manual should be kept in a safe place and operating staff
and service should have easy access to it at any time.

Note: Specifications, Dimensions & other product details may vary depending upon
application and delivery due to suppliers and product improvement. So, confirm the items in
writing before ordering
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Description of Portable Compactors (examples)

Type: SW
Especially suitable for wet waste.
Transport by hook-lift vehicles.

Drawings & Dimensions

Portable Compactor_Type: SW
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Safety Instruction

Description of Safety Signs

Threatening danger to health and life.
Non observance the signs can cause danger to life or damage to the
compactor.

Dangerous situation is possible
Non observance the signs can cause injuries or can lead to damage
of property.

Do not stay within the swivelling area of the door when locks are
opened.

Do not get into compactor at work

Dangerous electrical voltage

Important notice
Concerning appropriate operation to protect the compactor or other
elements from damage
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General Description
Prevention of accidents and protection of environment depends on observing the
following regulations, standards as well as country standards and advices used in
practice.


Applied Standards
EN 60204-1 + CENELEC-Cor.
EN ISO 13849-1 – EN ISO 12100
















Owners, supervising personnel and machine operators are responsible for the
observance the regulations and standards. Effective information especially Instruction
Manual should be at place of work at hand.
Only qualified persons are allowed to operate, maintain or repair the machine.
After they have read and understood the manual they should be ONCE AGAIN
instructed and trained
Overshoe as well as protective goggles, gloves and clothing are obligatory for
machine operators.
The machines are equipped with high-voltage installations. They have also
dangerous live parts. So, the removal of lids and covers, can cause danger to
health and life and damage to the equipment.
The machine must be only used according to its designation. Without written
permission of BMA any changes in construction of machines or any welding works
are not permitted.
Any changes of pressure in hydraulic system only according to BMA permission.
It is not allowed to press small hard elements like screws, glass etc., as well as plastic
chemically or thermosetting materials (special waste regulations)
In case of materials when there is danger that they will be thrown outside (hard stuff,
wooden elements falling to pieces, etc.) the loading hole must be covered with the lid.
Supply the power using heavy duty cable H07 RN-F type
The customer should install protective switch of power supply.
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Special Attention

Before you start the machine check that no person is inside the compactor or the
container.
EMERGENCY
Press E M E R G E N C Y S T O P button
In case of fire of the electrical system use a CO2 extinguisher
In case of burning oil use a CO2 or powder extinguisher













Entering the compactor, climbing into the pressing chamber, the hopper or putting
hands there, while the compactor is working is strictly prohibited.
Safety devices must never be removed, modified or readjust
Check EMERGENCY Stop and RELEASE Button (option) before start working
When the pressure switch is to be replaced, use only original spare parts.
Take care if there is no person within 3 m when the waste is being discharged. After
discharging close the door properly.
When the platforms are used check the distances according standards EN 294 or
when the compactor is fed from a working platform pay attention according additional
railings.
The hook at the door side is to be used for manoeuvring purposes only.
When a compactor is operated in a place open to the public additional care should be
taken into account.
Areas exposed to explosion are excluded for using this type of compactor.
The compactor has to be disconnected from the power supply and safeguarded
against re-operation when maintenance work is carried out.
All safety signs should be kept in right condition.
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Danger from the Hydraulic System side




Fluid under high pressure cause danger to health and life
Check the system regularly - chafe marks on the pressure hoses and leakage at
fittings must be eliminated at once
The servicing and inspection personnel have been instructed and aware of the
dangers concerning hydraulics. They must know the function of the hydraulic
system and construction of hydraulic elements. Depressurize the system prior
repair.

Danger from the Electrical System side









High voltage cause danger to health and life
Check the system regularly – loose connections, damaged cables must be
eliminated at once
The control cabinet should be locked at all times. Only authorized staff have access
to it.
Unplug the connection only when power is off.
Do not readjust the protective motor switch.
Observe the local regulations if connecting to the mains.
All work on electrical equipment shall only be carried out by authorised,
qualified electricians according the rules.
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Hydraulic System
All hydraulic circuit comprises the following items: pump, cylinders, block of valve, return
filter, electric motor and tank.
The prime mover is an electric motor with the pump bell-housed to it.
The gear pump consists of a housing and two gear wheels, one driven by the motor, and the
other an idler shaft. As the gears rotate, the teeth on the inlet port cause a cavity between
the teeth that fills with oil which is taken around the top and bottom gear into the outlet side.
There, the teeth again come together and squeeze out the oil under pressure.
The auto-switching block of directional differential valve operates on a patented flow back
pressure principle. It allows continual opening and closing of cylinders with reliability and
precision. The valve is especially suitable for actuation of compactors. It has additional
functions such as differential switching and pressure switch connections. After switching on a
compactor both cylinders always move back the piston plate till the end position. At the
moment when cylinders are maximum retracted the pressure rises until change-over
pressure is reached. Then cylinders start moving in the opposite direction. At the beginning
port A acts as inlet port and will be pressurised. Port B is not ported to tank but the oil stream
from port B combines with the main oil stream from pump to port A to give a fast speed of
cylinders in direction of container (differential mode). As resistance is met and the pressure
reaches a certain level the check valve separate the streams. Port B is now ported to tank.
When the pressure at A line reaches the setting or cylinders reach the end extended position
the valve is automatically set to start position and piston plate comes back. The valve has got
pressure switch connection to forward through pressure transmitter the report concerning
75% or 100% filling of container. The other pressure switch connection is used by pressure
control to set the piston plate in the back position (container open - cylinders maximum
retracted) after finishing the 3 minutes cycle (approximately). It is possible an option with
closing container at the end of working cycle.
Any problems with execution of the above described function may be caused by incorrect oil
pressure setting. Then please contact us. The pressure setting shall only be carried out by
persons authorised by BMA.
Pay attention that lead seal removal causes that warranty claim is valid no longer.
At the work end of the system comes cylinders. Their areas and working pressure determine
the maximum power it can transmit. Each cylinder comprises a tube, a piston head and a
piston rod. There are clevis eyes at each end.
The tank gives a constant supply of fluid to the pump and it is a heat exchanger cooling down
the hot return oil. There is an air/breather filter top mounted to clean the ambient air that is
drawn in when the oil level drops or when cylinders extend. There are approximately 60 litres
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of hydraulic oil. A temperature and oil-level-sight gauge (side mounted) reacts to oil level
dropping and temperature raising above 70°C.
Tank-Top Return Filter with by-pass protects pump and system components, reduces breakdowns and extends life of components. Used for mineral based fluids. The filter has got a
breather for tank venting or the breather is mounted separately on the reservoir as above
mentioned.

The servicing and inspection personnel have been instructed and aware of the
dangers concerning hydraulics. They must know the function of the hydraulic system
and construction of hydraulic elements.

The Hydraulic Diagram of Compactor Type: SW
(an example)
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Electrical System

The control cabinet with programmable logic
relay, motor protection, contactor etc.

Thermal overload motor protection ZB32-16 matches DIL M 17-10/AC contactor.
The solution extend motor life by protecting winding insulation.
Programmable Logic Relay EASY 512-DC-RC is designed for 8 inputs ( 2 can be used as
analogue inputs 0-10V ) and 4 outputs - relay type. It is a real time system since output
results must be produced in response to input conditions within a bounded time. There is a
small LCD screen for viewing logic and status of I/O points. Next to screen there is a 4-way
rocker push-button and 4 push-buttons used to navigate and edit the logic.
I1
- START- appears at the moment of pressing ‘START’ button on the controller panel.
The signal is maintained until releasing ‘START’ button on the panel. After starting the
machine is executing three minutes working cycle.
I2
- the input works together with the oil level and temperature sensor. The signal is
maintained during the whole working time of the machine. It gives permit for start of the
compactor.
I3
- optional. The input works together with auto-start sensor. If the signal appears on
the input and lasts longer than 3 seconds it causes start of the machine. The signal on I 1 is
not required.
I4
- optional. ‘STOP’ of the machine. No signal on this input interrupts working of the
compactor or switching on the machine is impossible.
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I5
- the input works together with the pressure sensor SD2 determining the state of
100% filling. If the signal on this input lasts longer than 5 seconds it appears an optical
information as a pulsation with 1 second frequency. The state of 75% filling does not cause
interrupting of the working cycle of the compactor. It is still awaiting for 100% filling state.
I7
- the input of the controller works together with pressure sensor SD4 determining
position of the piston plate after the cycle has been finished. During work the signal has been
transmitting to the input. The signal is interrupted at the moment when direction of the piston
plate is changed. After the three minutes working cycle has been finished and the signal on
I 7 of the controller disappeared, at the moment when direction of the piston plate is
changed, the work of compactor has been finished – end position is reached.
I8
- the input of the controller works together with pressure converter PC1. During the
process of pressing material the increasing working pressure has been converted into
voltage proportionally according to the current pressure. In the converter there are set
threshold voltage responding to the information of reaching 75% and 100% filling.
If the pressure in the system has been maintained longer than 5 seconds, on the control
panel appears an optical information that the state of 75% filling has been reached. If the
pressure in the system has been maintained longer than 10 seconds on the control panel
appears an optical information that the state of 100% filling has been reached. The working
cycle is finished.
ATTENTION !
If the compactor is equipped with position sensor SD4, after obtaining 100% filling, the piston
plate is still moving until the end position has been reached.
Checking number of working hours of compactor
1. Press cursor P1 – there is displayed the information concerning the number of
working hours done by compactor.
Release cursor P1- there is displayed the menu of inputs-outputs state
2. Press cursor P3 – there is displayed the information concerning the number of
working hours done by compactor with reference to the limit service hours (500 h –
see Instruction of overhaul and service of compactor).
P2
/\
P1 <

> P3
\/
P4
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Electromagnetic level gauge with bimetallic thermostat incorporated (70°C) is tank top
mounted in vertical position. It has got adjustable level of intervention. Working temperature
above - 20°C.

All work on electrical equipment shall only be carried out by authorised, qualified
electricians according the rules.

The Electric Diagrams of Compactor (examples)
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Operating Instructions
During initial operation and then after changing the site of the machine the following hints
must be observe:

Initial Operation
1.

Transport the compactor onto stable
and flat base site. There is one hook on
the lifting side and one on the
discharging side of compactor (option)

2.

Before starting the machine check if
the existing mains is compatible with
parameters of the compactor on its data
plate.

3.

If the data are compatible connect the
machine to the existing mains:
400 V, 50 Hz, protection 16 A (32A)
using electric power supply flexible lineheavy duty type H07 RN-F (maximum 3
metres length)

In case of Danger, Emergency
malfunction or unique noise switch
OFF the machine immediately by
pushing (actuating) EMERGENCY
STOP buttons. Start machine after
elimination of defect
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4.

Turn main isolator to position “I”
(ON).

5.

Release both EMERGENCY STOP

buttons (pull them out)

6.

Press START button
Attention !
Make sure that the rotation direction of
motor is correct when operating the
machine.
When started, the ram of compactor
first moves backward before it turns
into the compaction direction.
If the rotation direction is incorrect,
disconnect the compactor from mains.
The rotation direction has to be
changed. It is allowed to be done only
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by qualified electrician.

7.

For dangerous and emergency
situations
Besides EMERGENCY STOP buttons
there is also RELEASE (BACK) button
as an option. Press the button and the
ram of compactor moves backwards
until the end position (container open)

Every time prior to starting work
check if the RELEASE (BACK)
button works correctly.
Press START button. Wait until the
ram is moving into container and press
RELEASE (BACK) button. Then, if all
is correct, the ram has to change
direction, start moving backward and
stop at the end position (container
open, look chapter 6.4)
Attention !
As concerns SW type machines,
due to gravity, you should press the
RELEASE (BACK) button to stop
the machine and release it for a
while. After repeated pressing the
RELEASE button the ram must
moving backwards.

8.

Stopping the machine
The machine can be stopped by
pressing any EMERGENCY STOP
button.
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Charging, discharging and operating the compactor

1.

Turn main isolator to position “I”
(ON).

2.

Release both EMERGENCY STOP

buttons (pull them out)

3.

In case of Danger, Emergency
malfunction or unique noise switch
OFF the machine immediately by
pushing (actuating) EMERGENCY
STOP buttons.
Start machine after elimination of
defect

4.

Every time prior to starting work
check if the RELEASE (BACK) button
works correctly. Press START button.
Wait until the ram is moving into
container and press RELEASE
(BACK) button. Then, if all is correct,
the ram has to change direction, start
moving backward and stop at the end
position (container open, look chapter
6.4)
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5.

Charge the compactor and press
START button.
The process of compacting has just
been started. Cylinders are continual
opening
and
closing,
what
automatically allows reciprocating
movement of ram. The ram pushes the
material into the container. It enables
systematic charging of compactor.
Pay attention if there is no danger
to people.
Charge the compactor directly or
through the installed hopper.
Never push rubbish. Never try to get
into compactor or hopper while
compactor at work. Danger of
crushing !
In case of large and slow moving
materials charge only such amount of
waste the ram to be visible.
Waste being subject to special
disposal regulations must not be
fed.
The machine will run until the timer
cuts it out automatically (the running
time has been set to approximately 2-3
minutes by the manufacturer).
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6.

Filling reports.
After the container has been packed to
approximately 75%, the “pre-full”
indication will show. Feeding can be
continued until the ram stops moving
and retracts to the end. (“100% full”
indication will show). Continuing
charging will lead to overloading the
container and may damage the
construction and cause danger to
people.

7.

Discharging the compactor.
Now the container has to be emptied.
But before the compactor (monoblock) is taken away to be emptied,
the emergency stop has to be pressed
and the machine has to be
disconnected from the power supply
(pull out the plug) and padlock the
cover (it thThe vehicle equipped with
hook can transport and discharged the
compactor. There is a front hook and a
back one (as an option) used for this
purpose.

The blockade should be done
according the instruction given by
manufacturer of the hook-vehicle

Ratchet closing system is used to
close and open the discharge door.
Moving the arm clockwise and
anticlockwise you can close or loosen
(after exchanging the pin) the lock
hooks.
Bossen Medio Ambiente S.L. Les Heures 26,– 08812, Sant Pere de Ribes (Barcelona) T + 34 603 875 450
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When lock hooks are opened loosen
the securing rope then open the door
as far as possible and fasten the rope
to the hook at the bottom of container
to protect the door.
Now the portable compactor can be
emptied.
Attention !
Make sure that there is no person
within the swivelling area of the
door when locks are opened.
During closing the door, first guiding
elements then the lock hooks should
take their position. Make sure that the
discharge door is properly closed and
locked after the container has been
emptied. Secure the arm of the
ratchet. Clean the rubber seal before
closing the door.
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Hook protective in the opening the rear
doors.

The purpose of the hook is protection service
and other people when opening rear doors. It
was constructed in such a way as to inhibit
opening the door when compactor is full.
Compensation pressure occurs when the main
closing is release.
The doors open until the resistance on the
hook. In order to fully open the door, slightly
lift the hook up, open at an angle of about 270
degrees and secure chain ( it does not concern
devices with hinged top lid ).
When closing the door hook design was
developed so that the hook does not block the
process. There is also no need to lift it because
the bolt on the door lift it back to the safety
position.
NOTE: This hook cannot be treated as a
security door closing. It is also not an
alternative closed doors, and in case of failure
the main closing it cannot protect doors during
transport and operation.
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Maintenance Instructions
Maintenance activities and inspections have to be carried out carefully according to below
given instructions. It is intended to make sure that the ability of the portable compactor under
given conditions of use is retained in, or restored to, a state in which it can perform a
required function in the best possible cost effective way.
The maintenance activities are especially important at the beginning of working hours.
Otherwise the warranty will lose its validity.

If there are not suitable experts at your disposal, please contact
service.

Persons at work must have read and understood the operating
instructions, especially the safety regulations.

Switch off the main switch ( OFF, 0)
and disconnect the compactor from the power supply prior to
maintenance work !
All work on electrical equipment shall only be carried out by an
qualified electrician with experience, according to the safety rules.
Using steam-jet to clean up electric system is forbidden.

Inspection and servicing personnel
The personnel have been instructed in the relevant activity and aware
of the particular dangers associated with hydraulic products They must
be familiar with the function of the hydraulic systems as a whole and
with their interaction with the function of the entire machine.
The personnel must be familiar with hydraulic diagrams, and
understand the function and construction of hydraulic elements of the
machine.
The safety regulations (chapter...) have to be observed.
The cleanliness is very important.
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There is a table of the necessary activities that have to be carried out. It concerns one-shift
work, if the machine is used more often you need to provide the activities more frequently.
Every time you
start work

EMERGENCY STOP buttons and RELEASE button (option) are to be
checked.
When faults occur, switch OFF the compactor and secure.
The troubles must be eliminated before starting work.
The operator should react to every fault and irregularity of mechanical
or electrical equipment.

Every time after
being emptied

The compactor has to be checked for damages

After the first 10-20 All thread and hydraulic connections have to be checked and, if
hours of working
necessary, retightened.
Once a day

The compactor has to be checked for visible and audible damages.
The complete hydraulic system has to be checked for leakages.
Oil under pressure
can cause injuries and fire

Twice a month

The space behind the ram has to be cleaned. It depends on the
material compacted but the interval should be no longer that a month
(access through the inspection hatch). Remove hard elements from
the surface of pistons.

Once a month

All thread and hydraulic connections have to be checked and, if
necessary, retightened.
All electric connections have to be checked and, if necessary,
exchanged.
The control box is to be checked for condensation water.
Check and clean the cover of air filter

Every three
months or after
500 working hours

Check the level of oil.
If the level is too low it can destroy the hydraulic aggregates.

The following lubricant points have to be greased with common
lubricant:
Bossen Medio Ambiente S.L. Les Heures 26,– 08812, Sant Pere de Ribes (Barcelona) T + 34 603 875 450
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- bearing of door hinges (using grease gun)
- bearing of container rollers (using grease gun)
- moving parts of ratchet (using brush)
- guiding of ram (using brush)
- pins (bolts) of compactor cylinders (using grease gun)
- bearing of lid hinges (using grease gun)
- bolts of lid cylinders (using grease gun)
The interval of greasing really depends on working conditions
and only experience show you the right time
Clean the electric motor.
Every 6 months

Though the guides of the ram are made of wear and tear resistant
polyamide ( maintenance-free), they are to be checked and readjust, if
necessary. There are screws with lock nuts for this purpose.
All electrical equipment should be checked

Every year

Hydraulic hoses have to be checked carefully (cracks, kinks, cuts,
detachments, chafe marks, any deformation under pressure and when
depressurised).
Oil is to be changed (tank capacity approximately 55l ).
Do it while compaction chamber is open.
Drain oil at operating temperature.
Used oil and filters according to the local laws.
Cartridge of the return line filter is to be changed
Cartridge of the air filter is to be changed after 500 working hours
Minimum once a year.
Tightness of power pack connections to be checked
Test - compactor is to be checked

Every 6 years

Hydraulic hoses are to be changed

After the maintenance works have been finished check once again all
SAFETY buttons.

Hydraulic oil used in the system:
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Hydrol L-HV22
Nevertheless the following oil is allowed to use in the system as well ( according to DIN
51524-T3 / ISO HVLP 22 class)

DEA

ESSO

SHELL

ARAL

BP

MOBIL

ASTRON

NUTO

TELLUS Öl

ARAL VITAM

ENERGOL

MOBIL

HLP 22

H 22

22

GF 22

HLP 22

DTE 22
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Table of Malfunctions
Malfunction

Cause
Plug is
broken

not

inserted

Remedy
or Insert plug or replace the
new one

Main switch is not at ‘ON’ Switch ‘ON’ the main switch
position

After pressing START button
motor is not working

Motor runs but ram stay at
place

There is no voltage
Thermal overload
protection activated

Check the mains
motor Eliminate the cause of the
breakdown reset the motor
protection

Contacts of the contactor are
broken
Not sufficient oil in tank
Too high temperature of oil
EMERGENCY stop actuated

Replace contactor

Pour more oil
Wait until oil cool down
Identify what happened.
Eliminate the cause and
release the button again if
allowed
Fuse broken
Replace fuse
Motor broken
Replace motor
Motor sense of rotation is Reverse sense of rotation to
incorrect
opposite
Insufficient oil in tank
Pour more oil
Lack of tightness, leakage in Retighten all thread and
hydraulic system
hydraulic connections
Hoses
are
connected Clarify situation and replace
incorrect
the right connections

Pomp is broken
Hoses are mixed
Ram moves forward then Relief valve open too soon
stops
Leakage inside a cylinder

Replace the pomp
Connect the hoses correctly
Adjust relief valve according
the set value
Check
with
manometer.
Change the cylinder.

This above table should help you to solve problems.
If the machine still does not work correctly contact service.
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Portable
Compactors
Group: ZXP

Type: SW, SWZ, SWZR
Issue: 02/2013

Lubricating Items and Instructions

H

D

I

C

L

G

C

A

B

E

I

F
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Portable
Compactors
Group: ZXP

Type: SW, SWZ, SWZR
Issue: 02/2013

Item
A

Part description
Hydraulic power pack and pipework
- tightness
- oil level
- air filter cover
- air filter element
-

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

L

oil and return line filter
element
leakage (tank, pipes, hoses)

Shaft:
- bearing

Compaction cylinder:
- pin
- bearing
Compaction chamber:
- behind the ram
Ratchet:
- moving parts
Door hinges:
- bearing
Lid hinges:
- bearing
Lid cylinder:
- pin
- bearing
Container roller:
- bearing
Door or lid limit switch

Action
check
check
check
change
change
check
check
and
grease
check
and
lubricate
clean
check
and
lubricate
check
and
lubricate
check
and
lubricate
check
and
lubricate
check
and
lubricate
check

Interval

Notes

daily
daily
after relocation
every 500 hours of
operation
every year or 2000
hours of operation
daily

firmly fixed

3 months or every
500 hours

lubricate nipple

3 months or every
500 hours

lubricate nipple

no leakages

every 2 weeks of
operation

through
inspection
door

3 months or every
500 hours

use brush to
lubricate

3 months or every
500 hours

lubricate nipple

3 months or every
500 hours

lubricate nipple

3 months or every
500 hours

lubricate nipple

3 months or every
500 hours
daily

lubricate nipple
firmly fixed
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